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9-30-20 
Baltimore’s mayor announces some financial relief for small businesses. City Council 
debates proposal to rename Columbus Day as Indigenous Peoples’ Day. And the 
Baltimore County Council wrangles over a controversial police reform bill. 
 
9-29-20 
Marylanders behind on utility bills will start getting warning notices this week, as a 
moratorium on shut-offs is set to expire in November. And in advance of the first 
presidential debate, Baltimore Democrats rally the party faithful to vote blue across the 
ticket. 
 
9-28-20 
If you’ve applied for a mail-ballot, time to check your mailbox. And there’s some help 
on the way for working parents of school-age children. 
 
9-25-20 
Baltimore County Executive Johnny O sounds off on communication problems with the 
governor. Nursing home inspectors aren’t required to be tested for COVID-19. And 
there’s more heated debate on day 3 of the MD Senate Police Reform hearings. 
 
9-24-20 
The governor's former chief of staff is called to testify on a self-dealing scandal. Police 
reform hearings continue in the MD Senate. Baltimore students call on Comcast to 
close the city’s digital divide. And in Baltimore County, teachers are anxious about their 
upcoming return to the classroom. 
 
9-23-20 
Emotions run high as Maryland Senate hearings on police reform continue. Studies 
show that recovering from COVID-19 can leave some patients with long-term heart 
damage, a medical expert will explain why. And as the city’s budget strains under this 
pandemic, Baltimore will sever a lucrative contract tied to the city’s disgraced ex-
mayor. 
 
9-22-20 
Baltimore City Council heard more than 30 new bills at its most recent meeting, 
including labor bills to protect the right-of-return of laid-off employees. And the debate 
over police reform in Maryland takes front and center in a marathon three day hearing 
in the State Senate. 
 
9-21-20 
The Baltimore County teachers’ union pushes back against a call to return to 
classrooms in October. Meanwhile, virtual instruction poses a unique challenge for art 
and music teachers. And Governor Hogan encourages Marylanders to go out to eat, as 
indoor dining capacities expand to 75 percent. 



 
9-18-20 
There’s an outbreak of COVID-19 at University of Maryland College Park. 30,000 
Marylanders are still waiting for their unemployment claims to be processed. A new bill 
could provide job security for Baltimore hospitality workers. And critics buck at 
Baltimore County Schools' decision to send students back to classrooms. 
 
9-17-20 
Baltimore County Public Schools announces the date for a return to in-person classes. 
Anne Arundel County tries to stave off evictions. Activists demand lawmakers return to 
Annapolis for a special legislative session. Union leaders say the safety of support staff 
at Maryland’s colleges and universities is not being considered. And a local expert in 
the field of global health research explains just where we are in the race to a vaccine. 
 
9-16-20 
Baltimore County’s virtual return to school has been a technologically bumpy road, and 
now the district looks at the next challenge – planning an eventual return to the 
classroom. Plus, Baltimore’s Department of Public Works tries to explain why trash 
continues to pile up in the city. 
 
9-15-20 
The list of early voting and polling centers for Baltimore has been approved. Special 
education students are straining under the challenge of virtual learning. And how do 
you have a productive conversation with someone who doesn't take the threat of 
COVID-19 seriously? 
 
9-14-20 
With less than two months to go before Election Day, the company printing Maryland’s 
ballots has bailed. And Baltimore housing advocates and landlords say a moratorium 
on rent won’t stave off mass eviction cases. 
 
9-11-20 
Maryland cuts hazard pay for thousands of essential workers. And local concert venues 
struggle to outlast the pandemic. 
 
9-10-20 
The MTA says it will have to slash its budget, and bus routes, in 2021. Governor Hogan 
announces more 250,000 new rapid test kits for COVID-19. And Baltimore County 
prepares for an expected half of its voters to cast their ballots by mail. 
 
9-9-20 
Data shows Maryland eviction cases have been on the rise since 2005. The University 
of Maryland College Park’s new president prepares to shift to in-person learning. And 
Capital Gazette staffers protest their owner’s decision to shut down their newsroom. 
 
9-8-20 



The virtual schoolyear has officially started in Maryland. Baltimore County has suffered 
more unemployment than anywhere else in the state. And a federal moratorium on 
evictions gives renters a reprieve for the rest of 2020. 
 
9-4-20 
As we head into Labor Day weekend, Maryland is now in phase three of Governor 
Hogan’s COVID-19 reopening plan. But what businesses and venues are open and 
how many people are allowed to gather depends on where you live. And the CDC said 
this week that they expect a vaccine to be distributed to medical professionals by the 
first half of November, but will it be safe? And how will it coincide with the start of flu 
season? 
 
9-2-20 
The details on Phase 3 of Maryland’s Roadmap to Recovery, the latest on eviction 
moratoriums, nationally and locally, and a conversation with the president of 
Baltimore’s Coppin State University, one of the few colleges in Maryland welcoming 
students back to campus. 
 
9-1-20 
Governor Hogan says Maryland is ready for Phase 3 of reopening. The Maryland State 
Board of Education backs off its deadline for schools to increase live online instruction 
time. Baltimore County offers increased pay to lure more needed election judges. And 
a healthcare workers’ union rep talks about the need for safe and fair working 
conditions during the pandemic. 
 
8-31-20 
A last-minute recommendation from the State Board of Ed would increase online 
instruction time for students this fall, and the CDC now says if you’ve been exposed to 
the coronavirus but you’re not symptomatic, you don’t need to get tested. We’ll talk 
through the logic - and the politics - of that revision. 
 
8-28-20 
Tensions run high at a police reform meeting between lawmakers and law 
enforcement. Governor Hogan’s call for a swift return to in-person learning catches 
districts off-guard. The city suspends recycling collection. And preparations for mail-in 
ballots have begun in what is shaping up to be a fraught election process. 
 
8-27-20 
Governor Hogan says Maryland schools need to come up with a plan to bring children 
back into classrooms. And the Baltimore City Council has an emotional debate over a 
bill to rename the Columbus monument to honor victims of police brutality. 
 
8-26-20 
Advocates demand answers about the mayor’s firing of Baltimore’s Housing 
Commissioner. Towson University is the latest college to about-face on in-person 



classes. Plus, controversy continues around a six- figure exit package given to a state 
employee who left to work for Governor Hogan. 
 
8-25-20 
Fear of COVID-19 means Baltimore County schools will not send needed aides to 
special ed students during remote learning. Teachers at Baltimore City Catholic 
schools are afraid to return to their classrooms. And small, independent music and arts 
venues in Baltimore City are struggling financially as the pandemic keeps crowds from 
gathering.  
 
8-24-20 
Prolonged social isolation can take a toll on a child’s emotional well-being. A 
psychologist from the National Center for School Mental Health talks about the warning 
signs. Plus, a new report points out racial biases in the field of neuroscience research. 
 
8-21-20 
As unemployment swells, there are some local industries eager to hire. With an influx 
of visitors, Baltimore County parks are suffering from litter and parking problems. And if 
you’re wondering what it’s like to fly during a pandemic, we’ve got a first-hand account 
for you. 
 
8-20-20 
The top headlines of the day, plus an update on Baltimore’s beleaguered Department 
of Public Works. And while most schools in the state are going with remote learning 
this fall, a small private academy in rural Maryland has opened its doors for a full return 
to classroom instruction. We check in to hear how it’s going, one week in. 
 
8-19-20 
College campuses are adjusting to remote and hybrid learning , but what effect is the 
change having on the mental health of their students? And the BMA is finding a way to 
bring the beauty of art outside, and on-line. 
 
8-18-20 
Maryland’s Democratic delegation turns up the heat on the new Postmaster General 
over delayed mail ahead of the November election. And the City Council heard 
preliminary financing plans for redeveloping one of Baltimore’s oldest public housing 
complexes. 
 
8-17-20 
Maryland leaders take a stand against the US Postmaster General’s gutting of the mail 
system. Dr. Leana Wen talks through the pros and cons of a new, quick-turnaround 
COVID-19 test. And if you want to get on the campus of the Community College of 
Baltimore County, you’ll have to pass a test first: a screening for the virus. 
 
8-14-20 



One of the world’s preeminent vaccine experts is right here in Baltimore, and she joins 
us to answer the question: How close are we to developing a COVID-19 vaccine? Plus, 
a noteworthy coronavirus recovery story: The Baltimore County Health Officer says 
he’s back on his feet after a bout with the virus. 
 
8-13-20 
The state is cutting off its funding of universal testing for COVID-19 at nursing homes. 
Baltimore renters, already taking an economic hit during this pandemic, will have to 
wait longer before seeing any relief from the city’s high water bills. And some Maryland 
school superintendents lay out a plan for an eventual return to the classroom. 
 
8-12-20 
Baltimore’s Mayor says it’s crucial for every resident to be counted before an early end 
to the 2020 census. And Baltimore County hammers out the details of a fully virtual first 
semester of school. 
 
8-11-20 
Baltimore County gets ready to sign off on a virtual school reopening. Maryland lawyers 
volunteer to help low-income families with legals problems caused by the pandemic. 
Plus, the latest on the deadly gas explosion in residential Northwest Baltimore. 
 
8-10-20 
Emergency crews are sifting through the rubble of a deadly gas explosion in residential 
Northwest Baltimore. Maryland’s public defenders unionize in a bid for better and safer 
working conditions. And medical specialists are using tele-health techniques to 
diagnose and treat skin cancer. 
 
8-7-20 
Baltimore gets labeled a COVID-19 hot spot by the White House coronavirus task 
force. The University System of Maryland decides on a hybrid of in-person and virtual 
learning this fall. And what lessons can we learn from the Spanish Influenza pandemic 
of 1918-1919? 
 
8-6-20 
A shortage of elections judges could mean fewer polling places, but larger vote centers 
for the November election. Baltimore restaurants have gotten the OK to once again 
allow in-door dining. And coronavirus fears have kept thousands of Maryland families 
from getting their kids routine vaccinations. 
 
8-5-20 
Applications for mail-in ballots go out to Marylanders on August 24th, but Governor 
Hogan still insists that all polling places be open on Election Day. And while health 
officials urge us to take more activities outside to help mitigate the spread of COVID-
19, we may be putting ourselves at higher risk for another illness with similar symptoms 
– Lyme disease. 
 



8-4-20 
Baltimore suffers some flooding, but Maryland emerges relatively unscathed by 
Tropical Storm Isaias. And the Baltimore County Council votes to table a police reform 
bill, for the moment. 
 
8-3-20 
Baltimore’s Health Commissioner shares concerns about the city’s elevated COVID-19 
infection rates. Hopkins researchers launch a nationwide clinical trial to test the 
effectiveness of coronavirus blood plasma treatments. And the pandemic slows down 
new public transportation plans in Towson. 
 
7-31-20 
Local election officials sound the alarm about enforcing masks and social distancing at 
the polls come November. And a Baltimore City Public Schools teacher shares a 
personal reflection on the challenges ahead for  the upcoming school year. 
 
7-30-20 
The head of Baltimore County’s Health Department tests positive for COVID-19. The 
Census Bureau urges residents to be counted in Baltimore City, where response rates 
are low. Coronavirus cases are spiking in Baltimore. And Governor Hogan puts the 
brakes on Maryland’s Road Map to Recovery. 
 
7-29-20 
Governor Hogan hits pause on Maryland’s reopening plans. The call gets louder for an 
all mail-in ballot this November. Things got heated in debate over police reforms at a 
Baltimore County Council public. And environmental activists say a Baltimore City 
incinerator is a public health threat. 
 
7-28-20 
Police-reform legislation goes before the Baltimore County Council. Housing relief 
applications are due this week, and there are growing calls for Governor Hogan to 
stave off mass evictions. And Baltimore Mayor Jack Young rules on two pressing 
charter amendments. 
 
7-27-20 
Why is the White House ordering hospitals to send COVID-19 data to a private 
contractor instead of the CDC? And how useful is increased testing if the results take 
two weeks to process? Health policy expert Dr. Leana Wen shares her concerns. Plus, 
the story of a doctor who’s merged his love for baseball with his passion for patient 
care. 
 
7-24-20 
The top headlines of the day, plus the social and educational repercussions of a 
COVID-19 outbreak at The Baltimore City Juvenile Justice Center. And a look at the 
changing stance of the Trump administration in the face of unavoidable realities. 
 



7-23-20 
A COVID-19 outbreak hits the Baltimore City Juvenile Justice Center. Senator Chris 
Van Hollen calls for more federal eviction protections. And an oncologist speaks about 
the high stakes of cancer treatment during a pandemic. 
 
7-22-20 
Governor Hogan praises Maryland’s testing positivity rate, but says the under-35 crowd 
needs to do better. Baltimore's mayor requires residents to wear masks and halts 
indoor dining. And Baltimore County joins other districts in opting to start the school 
year with virtual instruction. 
 
7-21-20 
Baltimore City Schools delay in-person classes until later this fall. The City Council 
passes a charter amendment for a new watchdog role over city government. A spike in 
COVID-19 cases prompts a new mask order in Baltimore County. And Baltimore 
County elections workers say the governor’s order to open all polling places in 
November is going to be a problem. 
 
7-20-20 
City schools announce a virtual reopening, and Baltimore County school employees 
are calling for the same. Maryland is officially into phase two of its COVID-19 recovery 
plan, but residents aren’t all so quick to embrace the relaxed restrictions. Plus, an 
update on Baltimore’s rental assistance program. 
 
7-17-20 
The end of a moratorium on evictions could signal a public health crisis. As COVID-19 
infection rates escalate, so does anti-Asian racism and discrimination. And Baltimore’s 
Black Trans community raises its profile in a big way. 
 
7-16-20 
The Superintendent of Baltimore County Schools considers a district-wide ban on the 
Confederate flag and other hate symbols. And Maryland’s Department of Labor 
uncovers a coordinated criminal plan to defraud the state’s unemployment insurance 
program. 
 
7-15-20 
Governor Hogan announces a crackdown on thousands of fraudulent unemployment 
claims, and the superintendent of Baltimore County Schools says he favors district-
wide at-home virtual learning this fall. 
 
7-14-20 
The pressure is on for Maryland school districts to come up with plans for what 
reopening will look like in the fall. And Governor Hogan’s decision ordering all polling 
places to be open for November’s election, in the midst of a pandemic, goes against 
the thinking of many elections experts. 
 



7-13-20 
Applications for rental assistance are extended in Baltimore. Parking meters are back 
on in the city. Maryland schools look to a hybrid of in-person and virtual classes this 
fall. In Baltimore County, teachers air concerns about reopening schools. And Senator 
Chris Van Hollen discusses the politics of the pandemic. 
 
7-10-20 
There's an outbreak of COVID-19 cases at a Baltimore juvenile detention facility. The 
state’s unemployment insurance trust fund is running out of money. And the saga of 
Baltimore’s ill-fated Christopher Columbus statue continues. 
 
7-9-20 
Baltimore expands its COVID-19 testing capacity. Governor Hogan makes a decision 
on how November’s general election will be conducted. And Baltimore County students 
and educators address systemic racism in an emotional forum. 
 
7-8-20 
Overcrowding in Baltimore County schools, a peek at Governor Hogan’s memoir, and a 
conversation about COVID-19 and Black Americans’ historical distrust of the medical 
establishment. 
 
7-7-20 
A Maryland lawmaker from a predominately white county takes up the call for a ban on 
confederate flags. And with a wave of evictions caused by this pandemic on the 
horizon, Baltimore city funnels millions of dollars into a rent relief fund. Will it be 
enough? 
 
7-6-20 
How are some local businesses managing to adapt to the pandemic while others 
struggle to stay afloat? Baltimore County is trying to help stave off evictions. Plus, a 
story about Black-run farms in Baltimore and the intersection of agriculture, politics, 
and community activism. 
 
7-2-20 
More than 400 million dollars have been cut from Maryland’s budget, and state officials 
say the fiscal crisis won’t end until the pandemic does. The Maryland Food Bank has 
received record-breaking donations at a moment of unprecedented demand. And 
Baltimore City announces pools will reopen, but not in time for the long holiday 
weekend. 
 
7-1-20 
A rental assistance program launched today for Baltimore residents affected by the 
pandemic. Contact tracers are doing critical work, but does Maryland have enough of 
them? Plus, some good news for Maryland crab lovers. 


